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Shhhhhhh - A work in progress

Although we suggest you tell people you are 
doing the 30 days, we also suggest you keep 
the whole journey confidential until it’s over. 
Resist the temptation to reveal a morsel of it. 
Just trust that as you grow, people will know. 
My phone is on most of the time, day and night 
so in case you get in a fry,

pls call 0417209636 

CHALLENGE
Chris Walker presents the 30 Day Challenge

IT”S YOUR CHANCE TO CHANGE - EVOLVE
This is a 30 day program that solves problems by teaching you how, it also teaches you how to manage your 
mind, heart and life for balance - success, happiness, health and love.

This coaching program lasts 30 days 
during which your goal is to expand.

Expand your thinking
Expand your vision
Expand your possibilities
Expand your heart and love
Expand your life expectancy
Expand your influence
Expand beyond your current thinking in 

life, increase your capacity to have a loving 
relationship, inspire a bigger picture and to 
help you learn new management systems that 
deal with the inevitable challenges business 
and life brings. 

Under these circumstances my 
experience is that it’s better to integrate an 
intense coaching program for a thirty day 
period rather than let this process take years. 

I am not a therapist, lawyer, marriage 
counsellor, rocket scientist, guru, smarty pants, 
magical healer or new age miracle maker. I just 
help you find your purpose in life, learn how to 
love more, find balance in mind, body and 

spirit, let go and learn from the past and to 
understand the dynamics of life so you can 
cause the right future for yourself.

Three other practitioners support my 30 
Day Challenge. They are a Meditation teacher, 
a juice fasting company and an Ayurvedic 
doctor. They are an important part of the 
process and I’ll be suggesting you visit both to 
capture broader insights.

During this 30 days, we strongly 
recommend that you advise your family and 
friends that it’s a dry month. By telling others 
that you are doing this 30 day challenge you 
will be recruiting their awareness and 
tolerance. 

Now, fasten your seatbelt. We’ll be 
dealing with seven areas of life: Spiritual, 
mental, physical, social, career, relationship, 
and financial. They all impact each other and 
that’s the unique part of what I do using these 
universal laws... Grow means grow in all areas 
of life,

The 30 Day 
Challenge - A Fast 

Track Coaching 
Program
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What We’ll be Doing in the Next 30 
Days

The 30 Day Leadership Challenge 
involves a 30 day, 7 days a week program of 
telephone, email, workbook and meetings. The 
idea is to keep your everyday life and 
responsibilities functioning as always, but to 
really upgrade - rapidly evolve and improve 
your world.

There will be daily written challenges - 
those will take around 30 minutes to an hour 
and you’ll need to commit to that “ME TIME” 
outside of work hours. You need to be able to 
commit to that time daily - No excuses.

Me Time means emptying and filling the 
cup... “no interruptions,” in a beautiful place - 
preferably in nature but in a special room, a 
favorite place and at the least. Phone off, no 
computer, no radio, and absolutely 
comfortable.

We’ll establish a daily routine of exercise 
but that’s probably not as daunting as you 
imagine... Running a marathon after thirty days 
might seem impossible, but it isn’t. (joking 
here) Physical exercise is vital if the real depth 
of this 30 day challenge is going to be found. T

There will be a strong set of 
recommendations around diet. This will include 
vegan diet for 30 days, no alcohol at all, a cold 
turkey on coffee, sugar and tea. These are all 
blocks and anchors to the past. 

We will meet a minimum of 4 times during 
the 30 day Challenge. These meetings are held 
in the open in nature - so, we’ll need to plan 
these to include variation in weather. Flexibility 
is always possible if a sudden change is 

needed. Weekends are also 
available.

What it needs from your side is 
a 100% commitment to follow 
through the process, exercises 
and tasks I'll be laying down 
for you. Some might seem 
irrelevant or dopy but they 
all add up to something in 
the end.

Other things involved will 
be

1/ A review to check your health 
by an Ayurvedic doctor - change causes acid 
in the body... He’ll check this and may provide 
some remedy.

2/ A meditation class by my associate - 
who will teach you some great techniques.

3/ Daily commitment to an aerobic 
workout set to achieve an agreed goal.

4/ A 30 day vision quest 
5/ A bunch of self-exloritory process 

that’ll change your perception on things.

Confidentiality
We’ll talk daily by phone. Those calls 

need to be scheduled at a fixed time every day. 
Communication is essential, even on 

weekends. Saturday and Sunday are a part of 
the 30 day count. 

All correspondence is held with extreme 
security and confidentiality. No detail is stored 
or recorded at my side. However, some 
important emails and documents will be kept 
for the 30 day period in my secure file. You 
may choose to print and record emails and 

record phone calls for your own use but 
always remind me that you are recording 

them so I don’t cuss...using an iPhone or iPod 
for recording daily conversations can be a 
great help

Results
We’re born in a bubble of beliefs, ideas, 

experiences and conditioning that is great for a 
certain period in our life, but then becomes a 
prison. This bubble is called our identity and is 
constructed to cause us pleasure and minimise 
pain. That bubble needs to burst eventually 
giving us freedom from our ego and those 
things we’ve spent a lifetime taking for 
granted. That’s called an identity crisis and the 
result of it is a whole new outlook on life. With 
this comes a renewed sense of self, of vision, 
of obligations and their entrapment, and 
overall, a better way to think about life, and live 
it. 

It’s going to be a great 30 days but please 
expect some emotional downtime, a bit of lost 
concentration at work and the need to really 
shut up in discussions with loved ones. It’s no 
time for making decisions. Wait 30 days.

PROGRAM AND COMMITMENT
Everyday for 30 Days

DISCLAIMER
II am not a therapist, a lawyer, a doctor, a  
marriage counsellor - simply I am here to 
help you create positive personal change 
through higher consciousness in your 
lifestyle and leadership, The 30 day 
Challenge program offers a fast, no fuss 
method of resolving uncertainty, 
eliminating negative states of mind, 

resolving conflicts, both internal and 
external. It offers you a new and more 
profound way of looking at life. It provides 
you with a leading edge methodology, a 
life advancing process, and a high 
achievement formula, that helps you 
create significant changes in your attitude 
to, and actions in, life. You will gain deep 
insight into your life purpose, vision and 

personal inspiration. You will own more of 
the power, joy and inspiration

If you are on medication of any 
sort, feel depressed or suicidal 
please advise me and also seek 
medical advice. I am not 
qualified to supervise those 
conditions.

30 Days to 
Better 

Leadership
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PROCESS

IT STARTS HERE

In the simplest 
language you are 
wherever you are 
because you are meant 
to be there. Whatever 
is going on in your 
life, it’s for a 
reason. It’s not 
because you’re bad, 
stupid, incompetent, 
dumb or made a 
mistake. The first 
thing you need to 
know and apply and 
apply and apply is 
that there’s order in 
the chaos. When you 
don’t see that order 
you fret, stress, 
worry, work harder, 
make changes, screw 
with your life and 
make some terribly 
unnecessary choices. 
My job first up, is 
to help you 
understand how to 
find order in chaos. 

Not just the chaos of 
your own 
circumstances or 
current reality but 
in the world, your 
partner, your 
business and your 
family. You get the 
wisdom of a 2,500 
year old person, in a 
week. And because it 
comes hard and fast, 
there can be a little 
tough love involved. 
But the result is 
astonishing - and 
more than that, you 
learn how to do it, 
there’s no guru 
dependency, no 
solving the same old 
problems in therapy, 
you get the process 
and from that day, 
all I do is help you 
apply it. 

This is called the 
DISCARD step.. A 
small step in the 
circle of life, a 

huge monumental shift 
in your ego, 
perception, 
expectation, 
interpretation and 
wisdom - simply put, 
you make smarter 
choices and feel more 
relaxed about them 
You handle challenges 
better and are of 
greater service to 
the world because you 
can teach others 
something that you 
know, from 
experience, works. 
But don’t share it, 
or anything until 
you’ve proven over 
and over, you know 
what you are talking 
about and you’ve made 
it work in your 
reality.(there’s 
enough preachers 
about already) - lets 
walker the talk (walk 
our talk before we 
talk)

Learn this 
process and you’ll 

master change 
forever

EV
OL

VE
 YO

U
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DAILY ROUTINE FOR 30 DAYS

• Wake Early
• Do Pee
• Wash face and hands
• Drink Hot Lemon Juice - half lemon in water or Apple cider vinegar
• Take a dump
• Sip 2 litres apple cider water over next 12  hours - finish before 6pm 
• Sit still -Just relax for a moment and thank your lucky stars all seven 

areas of life
• Visualise your day ahead (all seven areas of life).. it better be exciting or 

you're going to get old fast 
• Do lucky bastard exercise (or lucky chick) Create a clear head by saying 

to yourself "I need nothing, want nothing and therefore I have everything" 
• Remind yourself of your ambitions to Do Be, Do, Have (I have a collage 

on the wall and just look up and smile
• Let your mind go crazy with ideas about the future, if you couldn’t fail....
• Exercise - go outside and do 10 - 15 minutes Skipping, sit-ups, pushups, 

exercise cycle, paddling pole, kettle bell squats make sure you're puffing 
and huffing to the level of not being able to talk while you do it

• Breakfast - 30% protein - 70 Slow Carbs (nothing white) Start the day 
with the right fuel.

• Shower and dress well, proud to look good
• Makeup (for ladies), Underarm deodorant (for everyone) and no creased 

clothes.. Good sox, shoes and hair groomed - never leave the house with 
wet hair - it's crass and cheap and unhealthy

• Smile - look like you have a joyful life outside the office... 
• Eat every 2 hours something other than fast carbs
• Become happy before you go to work. 
• Greet people at work with positive comments, “I love the rain don’t you?”
• Be mindful to punctuate your day with moments of recovery... unbroken 

agenda's lead to disrespect and resentment which lead to push back and 
unnecessary aggravation.

• Be vigilant. If your heart is not in it, fix it or stop it
• Raise your heart rate every 30 minutes 
• Walk, take a pee, stretch, open, stand, (don't flatulence in your office just 

because you're too busy to leave the building... smokers do...
• Boring people sit down too much.. Better to work standing. Always smile 

when on the phone. People can hear it. 
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30 DAY CHALLENGE
• Be interested to be interesting. Never talk about yourself in more than ten 

words without asking about the other person.
• Listening means silence, focus, engagement, questions and single 

pointed respect.
• Lunch - break the day - minimum one hour for lunch. Eat then walk don't 

over talk.. re-engage - ring your lover and tell him or her how excited you 
are to see them... and how wonderful your day is.. if you don't think it - fix 
it. no moaning - it kills you and your relationship.

• Maintaining mood is food dependent - eat every 2 hours (do not drink 
calories they spike your mood and leave you wrecked and depressed 
even if you don't know it)

• Spend the last 20 minutes of everyday preparing for tomorrow.. Make 
sure tomorrow is a work day you really really want to have.. if its not, it's 
killing you, your family and your sex life. Enthusiasm for tomorrow's work 
needs to sit in the back of your subconscious at home and in sleep.

• Never go home without tomorrow planned
• Don’t take bad thoughts (elation (I did great) or depression (I did crappy) 

home.. Stop and do the emotion Shower - without fail otherwise it's 
abusive to those you love

• Closure of one thing before starting another
• Be early for everything, show yourself and others you are in control of 

your lot.
• Do sport between work and home. between 4.00pm and 6 pm is ideal 

strength, sport and endurance time.
• Turn up at home energised not exhausted
• Make up stories for your kids that make them participate and want more 

tomorrow
• Be alone with your lover, don't go to bed for sex before sleep, have sex, 

then enjoy the after burn then go to bed.
• In bed, thank your lucky stars .. go through every event, experience of 

the day and be thankful - then go through yesterday and be thankful, see 
how much of each day you can remember, go back daily until you can 
remember a whole month of days. Your mind will expand and your sleep 
profound. Remember details that opened your heart from those days, if 
you can't remember or you aren't happy about something, get up, do 8 
columns, learn the order in that chaos, get back and drop to sleep. One 
hour deep sleep is better than 12 hours of ungrateful sleep.

• Grow young ... stay strong
•
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INSPIRED
Chris Walker
Master in 
Business, 
relationship and 
Personal 
Development - 
Evolveyabastard.

YOU HAVE ALL THE ANSWERS - LETS CLEAR THE FOG 
SO YOU CAN HEAR YOURSELF SPEAK - INNERWEALTH

Real Change from the 
Bottom up.

CURRENT REALITY
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THE FIRST LEARNING - GETTING REAL A 
NEW PERSPECTIVE

★ Nothing of the senses satisfies the soul

★ Nothing is missing - It just changes form

★ There’s human law (Ego) and Universal Law (Soul)

★ Soul is content - It wants what it’s got

★ Ego is discontent - It wants what it hasn’t got

★ Both Are important

★ There is no greater measure of human happiness than gratitude - 

thankfulness for what we’ve got.

★ The principles that build great business success are often the same 

principles that guarantee great relationship failure.

★ Ego lives in the past or future. Never now.
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BREAKING OLD HABITS GARBAGE IN - GARBAGE OUT
What is my REAL Score /10 today?

What is my Soul Score /10 today?

What was my Gratitude Score /10 for Yesterday?

Spiritual
Mental 
Social
Career
Health
Relationship
Financial

Spiritual
Mental 
Social
Career
Health
Relationship
Financial

Spiritual
Mental 
Social
Career
Health
Relationship
Financial

Issues for Process

Issues for Process

Issues for Process
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CREATING AN ATTITUDE
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LEARNING #2 EMOTIONAL WELLNESS

Four States of Mind that Work

Four States of Mind that Don’t Work
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In the journey of happiness, health and leadership there can be no greater 
achievement than to become doubtless.

Doubt is a toxic state. It undermines nearly everything we do, no matter how 
hard we try.

If I am in love but I doubt my relationship will last, it wont.
If I am in relationship and doubt that I have enough love, I don't.
If I go to work and doubt my boss can do what he or she promises, they won't.
If I am paddling my kayak and doubt that I can reach my destination, I can't.
If I am living and doubt my ability to do what I would love to do, I fail.

Inspiration is not always the setting of a target and being enthusiastic
Many enthusiastic people have failed and made extremely bad choices.
Inspiration is more - the complete lack of doubt.

When I do vision quest with people I work with them on becoming empty. 
Unlearning

And when emptiness comes, silence comes, and then they hear.
Sometimes the noise we make in our mind is consciously blurring the voice
We don't want to know what we know, so we fog the silence with turmoil and 
emotion

It's higher intuition - and in this inspiration - there is no doubt.
To find inspiration we must know how to clear emotion - mind noise so we can 
hear it.

LEARNING #4 INSPIRED - BEYOND DOUBT
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GOING DEEP - PERSONAL RESILIENCE 
LEARNING TO SIT STILL IN THE STORM

BODY SKILLS MENTAL SKILLS

Authenticity

Dead Stillness
Stimulants
Stretch
Acid 
Hydration

Non Reaction 
Meditation
Balance
Humility
Big Picture

Integrity

Rest
ME Time
Herbs
Red Meat
Breathing Practices

Kindness
Generosity
Compassion
Thankfulness

Wisdom

Body Awareness
Tension
Tiredness
Illness
Daily Clean
Rituals

Non Local Balance
Local Balance
Ego versus Truth
Discipline
Me Time
Mind Noise

Download the Stillness report from My 
Web http://www.chriswalker.com.au

http://www.chriswalker.com.au
http://www.chriswalker.com.au
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NEW HABITS BREAK OLD PATTERNS

PHYSICAL MENTAL 

Authenticity

Posture
Humility - Nature Ritual
7 senses - affirmation
Massage

Non Violence
See yourself in others
Find the benefit

Integrity

Exercise 
Mindfulness
Eating Process
Before Bed
Smile

Become the cause
Find the vision/Purpose
Affirmations and Thoughts
Magnetism

Wisdom

Alcohol - Drugs
Medication
Advice Outside
Recuperation
Vitamins and Herbs

Unlearning
12 Collapses
5 laws applied
Appreciation
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EMOTIONAL STRENGTH

Trying not to feel things is like 
eating an apple and hoping not to 
taste it.

Feeling everything makes you 
vulnerable and hyper sensitive - 
incapable of handling challenge or 
growth.

Wanting to feel certain feelings 
breeds a dishonesty about the 
existence of the opposites or a 
resentment for those who make us feel 
the opposite... 

Blame is how we avoid being authentic 
in our emotional awareness

How can you be emotionally honest and 
yet, strong, stable and be able to 
handle challenges and confronting 
people...? Answer

Emotional Shower - Feel things but 
never act on emotion. It’s a poor 
guide.
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EMOTIONAL SHOWER
Letting Go - Moving on - Turning Up

GOOD STUFF? DOWNSIDE? BAD STUFF UPSIDE?

Never go to bed at night, or walk in the front door of the house 
without at least mentally completing this chart. 
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30 DAY CHALLENGE 
LEARNING NUMBER 3

       REAL EXPECTATIONS -CYCLES
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30 DAY CHALLENGE 
LEARNING NUMBER 4

       FRUSTRA

In nature everything evolves at the 
border of order and chaos
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  FRUSTRA BUSTA
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30 DAY CHALLENGE 
LEARNING NUMBER 5

      WORKER’S COMPENSATION - TURNING 
UP 110%
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 TURNING UP 110% - 
WORK LIFE BALANCE IS A MYTH
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STILLNESS = BALANCE
SHORTER RECOVERY TIMES

I’d encourage you to master the art 
of quick recovery. 

To achieve this, you’ll need to know 
how to do fast, effective time outs.

That does not mean years in the 
Himalayas or months in therapy.

Simply put, you need to remember that 
the most expensive ME TIME is a 
hospital, the most expensive self 
help seminar on earth.

The time it takes you to re-centre, rebalance, and 
recover from a bump or from just everyday pressure 
is an indication of the quality of your self-
mastery.

That’s all that changes, the degree of reaction and 
the speed of recovery. The challenges don’t go 
away.

List down your process and come up with three new 
daily practices for reducing reaction increasing 
speed of recovery.

The fact we struggle to get some "ME TIME" in our day reveals a real Gap in 
our daily routine.
We speak of concentrating in sport for an hour to two hours and how 
absolutely hard that is.
In Tennis, we focus for a few minutes for a rally, take a break, then refocus
In golf we focus, relax, focus.
So, how is it that we think we can focus for 9 hours at work in a healthy, 
productive and inspired state of mind?
It's a myth

Downtime at work can be replaced with productive recovery time if you know 
the skills
• Skill one - 1 Empty your head of all worry, emotion and ambition for an 

opportunity
• Sill two - Do something that is recuperative that you enjoy - That 

doesn't mean - watch TV
• Skill three - Give yourself a few moments with no interruptions
• Skill four - Put your body into recovery mode - this includes right 

posture, right breathing
• Skill five - Right headspace - Time out with a bad headspace is worse 

than none at all.
•
These are the skills any inspired individual knows like the back of their 
hand. Habits not exercises.
It takes 6 weeks to change a habit and cause an exercise to become a habit, 
and in that 6 weeks, one single day of reversion to old patterns, starts the 
process afresh.
6weeks of mindfulness to create a brilliant work-life balance model.
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WHAT INSPIRES YOU?
The Person at the Top of the Mountain Didn’t Fall There.....

30 DAY CHALLENGE 
LEARNING NUMBER 6

     THE SIZE OF YOUR VISION DETERMINES 
THE SIZE OF YOUR LIFE
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DAILY VISION QUEST

Goal Description

Spiritual Be

Do

Have

Mental Be

Do

Have

Social Be

Do

Have

Financial Be

Do

Have

Career Be

Do

Have

Relationship Be

Do

Have

Health Be

Do

Have

If I couldn’t fail what would I love to Be, Do, Have in each of the seven areas of my 
life... Forever... And ever... Always ... Every year ... Sometime ... One day... 
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30 DAY CHALLENGE 
LEARNING NUMBER 7

YOUR CONSTITUTION - BEING AUTHENTIC
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30 DAY CHALLENGE 
LEARNING NUMBER 8

GOOD SPACES
WE ARE THE ENVIRONMENT WE CREATE
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